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LEARN NEW REPERTOIRE ON YOUR INSTRUMENT OR VOICE 

Learn to play a piece of music in four different popular music genres. 

Some examples include: Rock n Roll    Reggae  
 Blues                   Hip hop     Folk   
 Pop     Rock              Funk 

R n B     Punk     Metal 
   Funk PRACTICE! 

 To improve further on your instrument it’s important to regularly practice 
and to have a practice plan and focus for your sessions. It is very easy just 
to play through all your pieces without warming up and doing some work 
on the technical aspects of your instrument or voice.  

 Write down before you rehearse how long you are going to spend on 
warming up, scales, technical exercises and the pieces you are learning. 
Break down the pieces you are learning into sections rather than just 
playing them all the way through so that you can focus on the sections that 
you need to and then put it together. 

 Have a go at practising with a metronome too. 
 There are lots of good backing tracks on YouTube and on the internet so do 

use them to develop a bank of repertoire for performances. 
 Record your rehearsals and pieces that you are learning and then self-

evaluate them. What else do you need to do to improve further based on 
what you’ve watched or listened back to? How can you improve further? 



 

 

READING NOTATION 

 If you don’t already read notation on your 
instrument or voice then do spend time 
learning how to read notation. It is such an 
important skill to have and makes you a 
more employable musician if you do this.  

 

 There are a number of websites and videos 
where you can learn about this: 

 How To Read Sheet Music: Step-by-Step 
Instructions — Musicnotes Now 

 How to read music - Tim Hansen - YouTube 
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